
Ultraportable
At just 5.3 lbs.

One-touch 
Auto Setup

500 ANSI lumens
corner-to-corner 
brightness

Connects to virtually
any video source

Automatic video 
sensing electronics

Built-in control panel
and remote control

Try before 
You buy program

www.l ightware.com

The Scout is the Swiss Army knife of projectors—it has all the bells and

whistles you’ve come to enjoy from Lightware at an excellent price.  

Whether for the classroom, conference room, the home office or all the above,

the Scout is ideal.  This affordable, 500-lumen projector houses a full color LCD

light engine and supports VGA to XGA resolution so your images or video will

be bright and beautiful.    

Like all Lightware projectors, the Scout supports virtually any video source

from a PC to a DVD player.  With the one-touch Auto Setup button that

automatically configures the picture, set-up is a snap—just plug in and play.

And at only 5 lbs., you can take the Scout anywhere.   It even comes with a

durable nylon carrying case.    
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ATA Shipping Case
ATA certified shipping case
suitable for world-wide shipping
and checked baggage.

Wireless Remote Kit
Easy-to-use, handheld remote mouse
with IR receiver for wireless control
of your computer

Rolling Soft Case
Accommodates any Lightware
projector and most laptops in
one case with room left over.

Specifications

The Lightware message

Our philosophy on products

stems from our focus and

commitment to you — the

customer. We drive our 

designs based on our close 

relationships with you and 

your true requirements. 

As a result, we promise to

provide only high performance, 

easy-to-use and affordable 

projectors with responsive 

customer support.

Brightness 500 lumens

Resolution SVGA (800 x 600), XGA compatible

Weight 5.3 lbs. / 2.4 kg.

Size 7.5 x 10.5 x 3.5 in.

Lamp 200 Watt metal halide, 500 hrs.

Auto Setup Auto sync, auto source detect, auto tracking, 
auto positioning, auto frequency

Data Source VGA, SVGA, XGA, MAC

Video Sources NTSC, PAL, SECAM

Contrast 100:1

Audio Two, 2-Watt speakers

Colors 16.7 Million

Projection Lens Fixed focal length, manual focus

Focus Manual 

Power Universal power supply, auto senses

Display Single 1.6" Polysilicon LCD panel

Image size 35-250 in., 1-6.4 m.

Accessories included

Durable nylon carry case with room for your laptop, VGA cable, RCA cable,
3.5mm computer audio cable, 3.5mm to RCA adapter, basic remote control.

Optional accessories
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